
Revnue disrupts Contract, Asset, SaaS, &
Supplier Management with launch of its AI-
Powered Contract Management Platform

Revnue - AI Powered Contract Management

A unified contract management platform

that enables smarter decision making

through cutting-edge technology,

extensibility and enterprise-wide

integration.

LOS ANGELES, CA, UNITED STATES, July

14, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Revnue

Corp. today announced the global availability of its AI-powered Contract Management Platform

that empowers businesses to leverage contract intelligence for strategic planning, digital

transformations, and operational efficiency. The platform’s smart capabilities include end-to-end

contract management, a powerful API for enterprise-wide integrations, integrated security

features, advanced analytics, and built within an easy to use, and intuitive interface. The launch

also introduces Revnue’s game changing Smart Repository feature that seamlessly stores, tracks,

and manages contracts, assets, services, and SaaS documents. Other key launch features include

Smart Search, Smart Inbox, Smart Reminders, and multi-user support.  Revnue has immediate

plans to release two additional modules: Rev[AI] and a powerful SaaS management module,

further demonstrating Revnue‘s ability to rapidly bring key capabilities to meet the needs of

global businesses.

“We are thrilled to officially launch Revnue”, said Sunny Sharma, Founder and CEO at Revnue.

“Our platform provides a unified view and full traceability through the entire contract

management lifecycle, on both the buy side as well as sell side. It is designed to support

decision-making across multiple functions such as Procurement, Finance, IT, Operations,

Marketing, and Legal, across any vertical. With Revnue, customers of any size and across any

industry can leverage contract intelligence as a strategic business advantage.”  

The founders at Revnue believe that the current contract management space lacks a unified

view.  Revnue addresses this gap by offering integrated asset and supplier management

capabilities alongside next-generation contract management features.

“We leverage advanced AI/ML technologies and self-learning capabilities to streamline and

simplify the contract management process. With that, Rev[AI] allows us to extract more than just

http://www.einpresswire.com


contract metadata. We can now intelligently capture terms and conditions, asset information,

supplier information, perform auto-discovery of SaaS subscriptions, and so much more. Our

Smart Repository simplifies the customer experience by allowing multi-channel data ingestion,

including email, scanning, and support for multi-format document types, which in turn also

makes it easy to keep the document  repository up to date and secure. Additionally, enterprise-

wide integrations through APIs help integrate Revnue with business and operational systems

across the enterprise, further delivering a seamless experience,” said Michael Ngo, Founder and

CTO. “The power of extensibility enables unlimited use cases across contract management, asset

management, SaaS management, supplier management, and more.”

“We are committed to providing our customers with software and services that meet the highest

standards of reliability and security. Our intuitive, easy-to-use platform along with a rapidly

growing global partner ecosystem ensures easy on-boarding and quick results,” said John Cortez,

Founder and COO. “With Revnue, we aim to transform contract management into a strategic

game-changer. We are finally bringing contract management to every customer world-wide and

providing a rich set of solutions and services to make this a system of truth for our customers.”

About Revnue

Revnue is an AI-powered intelligent digital contract management platform that is transforming

the way organizations manage their contracts. By making contract management accessible to

everyone, from small businesses to large enterprises, the company aims to make a positive

impact on millions of customers across the globe. The company was founded by a team of

veterans from Microsoft, Amazon, Experian, IBM, Warner Bros., and Vmware who have years of

experience in digital contracting and a deep passion for technology. More information on

Revnue can be found at the official website: www.revnue.com. Follow @revnuecorp on Twitter,

Facebook, and LinkedIn.
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